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Abstract

This paper illustrates a common mesh implementation for use in both static
and moving boundary process simulations. By using a single mesh server to
support the di�erent requirements of those two types of process simulations,
it eliminates many interfaces between di�erent simulators and simpli�es the
simulation process ow. Each simulation module only needs to communicate
directly with the mesh program through a well de�ned common procedure
interfaces. By providing a persistent and consistent storage of mesh and �eld
data, the mesh server also greatly reduces the possibility of data loss when
transported between simulation steps.

1. Introduction

Various tree based mesh generation algorithms have been used for process and de-
vice simulations on �xed geometries for some time [3], [4]. By subdividing the oc-
tants/quadrants, they provide exible implementation for mesh re�nement and dere-
�nement, with the added bene�t of minimizing interpolation errors since meshes share
many common nodes.

Process steps such as etching, deposition, and oxidation involve moving boundaries
and require dynamic geometry handling capabilities that are tightly coupled with
mesh generation. Rule-based approaches that move individual mesh nodes become
very di�cult to implement, especially in 3D [5]. Recent work [1], [2], [6] has demon-
strated promise using the levelset method, representing the geometry by a �eld de-
�ned on an Eulerian reference grid and simulating the motion of the boundary via
the evolution of this �eld.

Since semiconductor processes involve many di�erent steps, it's advantageous to have
a uni�ed mesh/�eld representation that provides functionalities for both static geom-
etry and moving boundary problems. Field information (e.g. doping pro�les) can be
lost between di�erent simulation steps when they are transported from one simulator
to another. For example, a typical etching simulator only requires and outputs ge-
ometry information, thus discarding other information which may be needed by later
simulation steps. Writing application speci�c translators to interpolate and map such
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�eld information is usually uneconomic. A uni�ed capability is demonstrated using
an octree/quadtree mesh server that provides functionalities for both types of process
simulations. It also supports persistent and consistent storage of �eld information so
that various �eld data can be supplied to di�erent simulation modules upon request.

2. Algorithm

To provide the uni�ed capability, the mesh server implemented can generate both
Eulerian reference grids and Lagrangian volume meshes. During the initialization
stage, an octree grid is generated by the mesh server. The data structure is very
similar to a tree structure and such a grid can act as a Eulerian reference grid. The grid
density in di�erent regions is automatically adapted to user controlled speci�cations.
Such a grid can be used directly by a moving boundary process simulations that
performs topographic simulations using the levelset method. Each octant vertex
has a set of levelset function values, corresponding to the distances from the nearest
surfaces of geometry volumes. Each mesh node (not just octant vertices) has an array
of �elds to store �eld information. During a moving boundary step, the mesh server
receives the velocities calculated by a simulator and updates the levelset function
values, thus moving the boundary implicitly.

When a Lagrangian volume mesh is needed, tetrahedralization is performed in each
leaf octant to generate the mesh. Several postprocessing routines including local
Delaunay transformations and vertices moving can also be performed in addition
to the normal tetrahedralizations. Detailed tetrahedralization algorithms are used
to match geometry boundary and ensure mesh conformity. When the boundary is
moved after some steps of topographical simulations, by calculating where the implicit
boundary crosses the octants, new tetrahedralization can then be performed on the
octants, generating a new volume mesh. The previous volume mesh is also maintained
so that if any new mesh nodes are created, the �eld values can be interpolated using
the older mesh (if applicable).

The mesh/�eld server and di�erent simulation modules communicate using a common
procedure interface as illustrated in Fig. 1. Such an organization allows plug & play
of both mesh/�eld servers and simulators. Included in the interfaces are routines that
provide the simulator to write any nodal �eld values in the mesh server. To provide
persistent and consistent �eld data storage, the mesh server has built-in routines to
automatically create, remove, interpolate and map �eld values when necessary.

3. Example

Fig. 2 illustrates the uni�ed capability of the mesh server. Fig. 2(a) shows a volume
mesh with an initial doping pro�le. After a set of di�usion simulations, Fig. 2(b)
shows the �nal pro�le stored in the mesh server. Then an etching operation removes
part of the geometry, resulting a changed geometry as shown in Fig. 2(c). Finally
a new material is deposited onto the trench as shown in Fig. 2(d). During all these
steps in support of the adaptations performed on both static and dynamic geometry,
the mesh server keeps a consistent storage of both the �eld and geometry information.
It can thereby supply necessary information to other tools upon request.
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Figure 1: The organization of various simulation modules and the mesh/�eld server.

4. Conclusion

A common mesh implementation that can handle both static mesh generation and
moving geometry is discussed in this paper. An example is shown to illustrate its
use in various process simulation steps. The mesh functionalities required for both
static and moving problems are provided. The implementation also enables a stream-
lined simulation process ow and provide easy and better support for persistent and
consistent mesh and �eld data maintenance.
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Figure 2: Using a common mesh server to handle mesh adaptation and �eld storage
for several simulation modules. (a) initial pro�le. (b) after a set of di�usion simulation
steps. (c) after another set of etching steps. (d) after trench deposition steps.


